APPLICATION FOR STUDENT RAIL CONCESSION CERTIFICATE

(Kindly read the notes given before filling form)

Name (full) Mr./Miss/Smt./ ________________ SC/ST/OBC/GEN __________

Age ___________ M/F ______________ Entry No. __________________________

Hostel ______________________________________________________________

Travelling from H. Nizamuddin /New Delhi / Delhi to ________________ in ________

State weather going to home ________________________________ or proceeding

From Home town (Date) ___________________________ to ____________________

(if the student is proceeding for training)

__________________________________________________________

Signature of Student

__________________________________________________________

Approval of the Warden

For office use only

Home town / Training place has been verified from the record in the section

Hostel __________________________

Approval of Head of Deptt. If

Student proceeding on training

Dated __________________________ Signature of Dealing Asstt.

__________________________________________________________

Note :-

1. Avoid cutting / erasing while filling the concession form.
2. Normally four (4) working days may be required for completion of formatting in the Section & hence should be made submission of application for concession forms will in advance.